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She imagined him ____________ a calmer air that alone was fit for her.1.
(breathe)

I gave up ____________ after any one, for whenever I inquired I heard of
nothing but misfortunes and death.
2.

(ask)

The girls noticed that she did not take his arm; that she even drew back, as
if to avoid ____________ him as they crossed the threshold.
3.

(touch)

I denied them, but of course admitted ____________ the beggar.4. (shoot)

She avoided ____________; enough that the fire was there without directly
exposing her own eyes to it.
5.

(look)

He now began more seriously to contemplate ____________ the throne of
France.
6.

(ascend)

I enjoyed ____________ one side, turning it over, reading the other side,
and so on.
7.

(read)

Do you mind ____________ us how you spell it?8. (tell)

Me, I was holding the thing, afraid to let go of it and afraid to keep on
____________ it.
9.

(hold)

There seems to have been a wish to avoid ____________ him a formal
trial.
10.

(give)

Unfortunately, there are no mountains to risk ____________ our necks
over.
11.

(break)

Yes, there will be nothing to prevent her ____________ to town on
Saturday next, if you really wish it.
12.

(travel)

She enjoyed ____________ for itself, and she abandoned herself to it
without a thought of the man who might happen to be her partner.
13.

(dance)
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The income is small, but it is enough to keep us going, and if I finally have
to give up ____________ for the gold, I can go back there and do pretty well.
14.

(look)

He wanted to think it over carefully, he kept on ____________ himself,
and then deliberately turned his mind to something else.
15.

(tell)

We kept on ____________ as long as a seal remained on shore.16. (kill)

If left here by the army, I will be obliged to destroy this fleet to prevent it
____________ into the enemy's hands.
17.

(fall)

While you are wearing them you can keep on ____________ as long as
you like and never grow weary.
18.

(walk)

A queer idea, I often said to myself, that of taking poison while a person is
well, in order to prevent ____________ sick!
19.

(become)

And fight they did, for without any ceremony they departed for the front
one night and kept on ____________ until they found it.
20.

(go)
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